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Silent shareholder appears to be very popular in the economic life of our 
country at present, the disputes relative to silent shareholder happen frequently. 
However, due to lack of specific provisions to standard silent shareholder in the 
Company Law and current laws, it leads to lack of unite recognize to relative 
problems and disputes in current law execution practice, the results are also 
confusion. The solution for silent shareholder problems and disputes has 
become one of the hot and difficult problems in current law execution practice. 
Though the latest judicial interpretation to the Company Law has concerned 
part of the silent shareholder problems for limited liability company, but lots of 
area are still blank and defects, waiting for further standardization and 
improvement. So, the author takes the silent shareholder problems of limited 
liability company as the subject of this research, focusing on the respect of 
practice, combining the latest law provisions, analyzing and studying relative 
problems, disputes and solutions of silent shareholder, looking forward to 
contribute to the improvement of silent shareholder standardization and relative 
problems solution. 
This article is composed by preamble, body and conclusion, the body is 
divided into six chapters. 
Chapter 1 is general statement of silent shareholder, aim at basically 
analysis and introduce definitions of silent shareholder and relative law 
problems, as the basis of later analyzing and researching. This chapter firstly 
introduces the definitions and law characteristics of silent shareholder, and 
district the difference between silent shareholder and other similar definitions; 
secondly, introduces the appearance of silent shareholder from the angles of 
source and cause. 















discuss the problems of qualification confirmation and contribution defects 
liability. Among Subchpter 1 Identification Problem of Silent Shareholder’s 
Qualification, emphasize on the solution principle of identification problem of 
silent shareholder’s qualification, and conclude out five material conditions to 
identify silent shareholder’s qualification in accordance with the latest judicial 
interpretations to the Company Law: 1. the actual contribution; 2. there is a 
legal valid silent invest contract; 3. no limited Provisions violated to the AOA; 
4. silent shareholder appears its name. 5. silent shareholder has participated in 
the company management actually, enjoying the rights of shareholder and 
bearing the liabilities of shareholder. Subchpter 2 describes the liability 
problems and solutions to silent shareholder contribution defects. 
Chapter 3 is share right exercise of silent shareholder. Mainly analyze two 
problems. Among Subchpter 1 states silent shareholder’s share right disposal 
problem, and regarding to disputes of silent shareholder disposes its shares 
solely and named shareholder disposes its shares directly states each solution 
principle separately; Subchpter 2 states the validity and solutions of silent 
shareholder’s vote. 
Chapter 4 is property preservation,force execution and investment return 
of silent shareholder. Subchpter 1 states law problems relevant to property 
preservation and force execution of silent shareholder’s share, and analyzes the 
solutions of problems and disputes in two situations separately when creditor of 
named shareholder and creditor of silent shareholder apply for property 
preservation or force execution on silent shareholder’s share. Subchpter 2 states 
the law problems relevant to the investment return of silent shareholder, 
analyze the solution principle to this kind of problems and relative disputes in 
two situations separately when the identification of silent shareholder is valid 
and invalid by law. 
Chapter 5 is situations and improvement suggestions to the domestic law 
provisions of silent shareholder. Subchpter 1 introduces the current situations 















my personal suggestions for improving the provisions of silent shareholder, 
including four ideas which should be complied with both in the rules of 
legislation and trial practices. 
The conclusion summarizes the important contents of the article, and 
emphasizes the necessary and urgency of improving the provisions of silent 
shareholder. 
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